Powersat (The Grand Tour)

Two hundred thousand feet up, things go horribly wrong. An experimental low-orbit
spaceplane breaks up on reentry, falling to earth over a trail hundreds of miles long. And it its
wake is the beginning of the most important mission in the history of space.America needs
energy, and Dan Randolph is determined to give it to them. He dreams of an array of
geosynchronous powersats, satellites which gather solar energy and beam it to generators on
Earth, freeing America from its addiction to fossil fuels and breaking the power of the oil
cartels forever. But the wreck of the spaceplane has left his company, Astro Manufacturing, on
the edge of bankruptcy. Worse, Dan discovers that the plane worked perfectly right up until
the moment that saboteurs knocked it out of the sky. And whoever brought it down is willing
and able to kill again to keep Astro grounded.Now Dan has to thread a dangerous maze. The
visible threats are bad enough: Rival firms want to buy him out and take control of his dreams.
His former lover wants to co-opt his unlimited-energy idea as a campaign plank for the
candidate shes grooming for the presidency. NASA and the FAA want to shut down his
maverick firm. And his creditors are breathing down his neck.Making matters even more
dangerous, an international organization of terrorists sees the powersat as a threat to their own
oil-based power. And theyve figured out how to use it as a weapon in their war against the
West.A sweeping mix of space, murder, romance, politics, secrets, and betrayal, Powersat will
take you to the edge of space and the dawning of a new world.
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America needs energy, and Dan Randolph is determined to provide it. He dreams of an array
of geosynchronous powersats, satellites which would gather solar.
The Grand Tour is a series of novels written by American science fiction author Ben Bova.
Yet somehow Randolf is in his 40s in Powersat, a book which clearly takes place before the
invention of the clipper ship; which are newly invented atÂ List of novels, in Prominent/recurring - Recurring organizations - Corporations.
Has stickers on the case and discs. in a plastic clam shell case. (Item #a 0). eBay!. Powersat
(The Grand Tour Series). Title: Powersat (The Grand Tour Series). A sweeping mix of space,
murder, romance, politics, secrets, and betrayal, Powersat. Listen to a sample or download
Powersat: The Grand Tour Series (Unabridged) by Ben Bova in iTunes. Read a description of
this audiobook, customer reviews. by multiple authors includes books Powersat, Privateers,
Empire Builders, and several more. See the complete The Grand Tour series book list in order,
box sets. The Grand Tour has 50 entries in the series. cover image of Tales of the Grand Tour
Powersat. The Grand Tour (Series). Book 1. Ben Bova Author (). Listen to the complete
Grand Tour (Bova) book series. As always, downloaded books are Powersat Publisher's
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Registered users can choose which translations are shown. The Grand Tour. 1 Powersat () by
Ben Bova; 2 Empire Builders () by Ben Bova; 4 Mars.
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